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Per20 flooring withstands the test of time 
Durable and versatile product is available in Chesterville 

Frank de Repentigny kneels down, 
and writes on the floor with a 
marker. Then he writes on it with 

nail polish. Then he pours rubbing al
cohol on it, sets it ablaze and watches as 
the flames reach a foot in height. 

Is this floor damaged? No, it's Pergo. 
And with the wipe of a cloth, it looks as 
good as new. 

de Repentigny works for G.E. Shnier, 
the Ottawa distributor of Pergo flooring. 
And his demonstration took place at 
Curran Carpet Centre on Industrial 

· Drive in Chesterville, where Pergo is 
now available. 

Pergo is a high-pressure laminate floor
ing made in three parts, a wear layer of 
melamine and aluminum oxide (the 
second hardest substance, behind 
diamonds), a moisture-resistent wood 
core and a balancing layer. It's put 
together in a high- pressure, two-step 
process. 

And that's a big advantage, de Repen
tigny says. Most other floors are 
manufactured as a direct laminate. 
Pergo, with a two-step process, doesn't 
chip as easily and has a higher resis
tance to heat, indentations, cigarette 
bums and even animal claws. 

It \.\Ou)d take 4,250 pounds per square 
inch to mark it, de Repentigny says as 
he· pounds viciously on a Pergo sample 
with the high-heeled shoe. 

Not surprisingly, Pergo comes with a 
15-year warranty against wear, stain and 
fade. It won't discolor under mats or 
tables, meaning color matchin~ is never 
a problem when an adjoining surface is 
covered with Pergo. 

"There's nothing in a hoine that will 
stain it," de Repentigny says, not even 
driveway sealer. 

Pergo flooring was invented in 
Sweden in 1978. It was introduced in 
the U.S. in 1993 and within a year cap
tured one per cent of the flooring 
market. It was introduced in Canada last 
year. To date, it has sold 500 million 

- square-feet-worldwide . .. 

Frank de Repentigny 
wrote on Pergo flooring 
with a marker and nail 
polish, then set it ablaze 
with rubbing alcohol. 
But the Perdo flooring 
was instantly wiped 
clean, and looked as 
good as new. The 
revolutionary flooring 
comes in 34 colors and 
is available at Curran 
Carpet Centre 
Chesterville. 

"We have done very, very well with it 
as a distributor," de Repentigny says. 
Pergo will soon have a factory in the 
U.S., and is expected to capture 5 per 
cent of the laminate flooring market 
share by the year 2000. Pergo 

\\Orldwide owns 40 per cent of the 
laminate market share. 
Pergo comes in 34 colors and is a com

plete flooring system, with five dif
ferent types of matching molding, and 
sealers. A video is available for do-it-

yourself installation, and Curran Carpet 
Centre has its own qualified installer, 
Andrew Cotnam. 

The 34 colors range from knotted 
pine, cherry, oak, mahogany, to colors 
like indigo and cayenne. It also comes 
in a variety of marbled patterns, as well 
as contrasted block patterns and a wal
nut inlay design. 

And customers can use their imagina
tions when it comes to Pergo, with 
multi-color between rooms and inlay pat
terns in the centre of a room. 

Pergo can be installed anywhere in the 
home, even in the basement or in the 
bathroom. ''Standing water will not 
damage it. It will evaporate before it 
does any damage," de Repentigny says. 

And it can be installed over top of al~ 
most any existing flooring except carpet
ing, as long as the existing surface is 
clean, level and not loose. 

Curran Carpet Centre has been selling 
Pergo for four months, says owner 
Kaireen Cotnam, and the product has 
drawn interest. Curran Carpet is the 
only distributor in the area. 

Pergo flooring costs $5. 99 per square 
foot, comparable to high-end hardwood 
or ceramic flooring. 

Chesterville's Corry DeRooy had a 
light-oak Pergo floor installed this 
spring. "It's beautiful, 100 per cent," 
she says. "It's so easy to keep it isn't 
funny." 

DeRooy says the floor does not scratch 
or smudge, arid as advertised, a tar stain 
was removed easily. ''I recommend it to 
anybody." She says she put Pergo to the 
water test, soaking a plank in water for 
six hours. It came out as good as new. 
She tried to lift off the top layer, "And 
there was no way it would budge." 

DeRooy says she never bas to wax her 
floor, and it still shines beautifully. 

de Repentigny says Pergo surveys 
have shown 85 per cent of customers 
are very satisfied, and 92 per cent 
recommended it to friends or family. 
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FM Windows offer one number for ultimate ·product 
There's only one number t(! call for 

FM Wmdqws, Doors and Siding. 
, With obtaining ownership of the 
franchise in this area Sept. 1, owners 
Gus and Yvonne de Koning are confi
dent there product outshines all others. 

And when a customer calls 1-800-387-
. 9962, one can be assured no other com
panies or subsidiaries will respond. 
' "We offer only FM products and back 
them up with a guarantee,'' says 
Yvonne de Koning. "With our commit
,ment to serve the community and build 
up business, we have reliable and de
pendable staff to ensure our products 
fully installed and serviced." 

It's a strong sales and installing team 
that has allowed for the franchise to 
gr<M' over the years, she adds, to what 
it is today. 
' The company was founded in 1978 and 
· since then has expanded to 30 offices 
that manufacture and produce only FM 
products. 

FM's vinyl windows are the "finest" 
in the industry, she says. The vinyl is 
lead free and not recycled, which means 
it will be a better and more pure 
product. 

As well, the company is constantly ad~ 
ding new products and features to better 
meet the needs of its customers. "We 
have recently pioneered a new dual seal 
known as Hydra-Glass 50, which will 
help to eliminate moisture build-up 

around the edges of your windows. This 
is traditionally where problems occur.'' 

The window are guaranteed for life 
and save homeowners 15 to 20 per cent 
on energy bills, she adds, because of the 
way they are made. 

A laminated film is put within the 
glass that reflects ultra-violet rays out 
and reflects heat back in. The product is 
then able to offer a high- insulating 
value while protecting furniture and car
pets from fading. 

As well, de Koning says, the windows 
are maintenance free. · While wooden' 
framed windows can rot, the paint can 
chip and insects can often crawl through. 

"They are worry free," she says. To 
further encourage the product, FM Win
dows, Doors and Siding also offers a 
one-year no payment, no interest plan. 

With the company's main objective 
being to serve its customers, says de 
Koning, it offers qualified and com
petent staff and services. 

Gus de Koning bas spent more than 2()1 
years in the window business from in
stalling to management and prior to 
taking over this franchise, he managed 
the Alexandria office for three years. 
"He comes to this territory with a good 
knowledge of what FM, Windows, 
Doors and Siding is all about." 

Although the franchise is based in In
gleside, it services from there to Mal
lorytown and north beyond Winchester. 

fre\ftldbbfo,Odors 
Discount 

Carpet Sales 

OPEN: 

Monday to Thursday: 9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Friday: 9:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 

Saturday: 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 

421 Fourth Street West 
Cornwall 

Telephone 938-07'35 

Gus and Yvonne de Koning 

• -
"(jet 'Under Our 'llm6re{[a" 

YOUR. 
HOME IMPROVEMENT 

i TEAM 

If comfort and savings are both important to you, 
you'll want to consider the high efficiency and low 
cost of clean, quiet oil heat. 

So if you're looking for a comfort system that fits 
your budget as well as your comfort needs, give us 
a call for a free analysis of your oil heat system, or 
an estimate on installing one. And of course there"s 
no obligation. 

WINCHESTER-CHESTERVILLE FUELS 
A Division of Universal Tenninals Inc. · 

~ Heating • Air Conditioning • 24-Hour Service 
:~ 1-800-267-8187 

dll,l\ WINCHESTER CHESTERVILLE .. 

~ m-3560 ~ · 

J( • Over 48 Years Local Service • 
1 

.J 
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Ceramic tile withstands test of time 
Ceramic tile has been a standby since 

the day it was discovered if you bake 
clay, you'll get a hard, durable material 
that is both waterproof and fireproof. 

Even though it's been used for 
centuries, ceramic tile is still one of the 
most popular materials used in home 
improvement projects. It's easy to install 
and provides a lifetime of use without 
deterioration. The color of real tile, made 
from baked ceramic materials, will never 
fade and because of the durability and 
low upkeep, real tile is an option that 
provides long lasting quality. 

Ceramic tile has a variety of colors, 
sizes, shapes and textures that gives 
homeowners a choice for their 
remodeling needs. It can be installed on 
walls, floors and countertops and can 
quickly give a room a brand new look. 
There are two main division or tile: wall 
and floor tile. Popular wall tiles range in 
size from 4 1/4" square to 6" x 9" 
rectangles. These tiles come in either a 
high glaze or, mat glaze. Floor tiles go 
from "dots" (11/32" squares) to 9" 
squares. Commonly used.sizes are 2" 
square, 1" square and the l" x 2" 
rectangle. These tiles are generally 
unglazed. · 

There are three types of floor tiles: 
• Ceramic mosaics are less than six 

square inches in facial surface. 
• Pavers are those unglazed floor 

units measuring six square inches or 
more in facial surface. 

• Quarries are made to resist 
especially severe conditions of weather 
and wear. They have a strong, dense 
body which can withstand extremes in 

, temperature. 

Wall Tile 
Nearly all home surfaces that are true, 

level, free from moisture and foreign 
matter are suitable for laying tile. Wall 
tiling is one of the most popular methods 
to use tile, especially in the bathroom. To 
begin tiling, establish a level line for the 
bottom row and install the first row. If 
the floor is not level , make, cuts in the 
bottom row of tiles. Once the bottom row 
is level, you should have now problem 
keeping the rest of the rows level. 

To cut a tile, draw a pencil line across 

five-minute intervals. The soaking 
prevents the tiles from drawing water 
from the grout. Grout is a ~ine white 
cement powder that is used to fill the 
spaces between the tiles. 

You'll need to mix the irout with 
water until it's the consistency of heavy 
cream. Let it stand for 15 minutes and 
remix. Once it's remixed, apply it to the 
tile joints. It can be applied with a 
sponge, a squeegee or by hand with a 
pair of rubber gloves. Make sure all 
joints are filled completely. 

Clean up the excess grout on the tiles 
with a damp sponge or cloth. Before the 
final polish, wet down the grouted joints 
with a sponge several times in the 
following few days to ensure the grout 

IFJI 

the glazed surface parallel to the raised 
bars.on the back of the tile. Take a glass , 
cutter and score the surface along the / ; ,. 
line. Once this is done, place _theJik, - ~ .,_</ 
glazed side up over a nail: imd'press on 
ether side of the scored11ne. The tile 

, should part _s:leanf y down the line. For 
special eufting around fixtures and. other 
i.mosi.1al angles, use a pliers to nip off 
small chunks of the tile and smooth the 
edges with a Carborundum stone. 

When applying the adhesive, make 
sure you don't put on too much, it could 
ooze out of the joints between tiles. Once 
finished tiling, let the wall set for at least 
a day. 

Grouting And Finishing 
After the wall has set, soak the joints 

, , ,,, , , · , , b~twe.eo;.,the ,tileS'atJeast,foudiniesi.n ,.,,,, ,._ ........ .._ .. lliii_._ .... _ .. ._ 

sets properly. You can then polish the 
tiles with a dry cloth. 

Step By Step-Around The Tub 
• Make sure your walls are 

waterproof before installing tile. You can 
either use waterproof drywall or prime 
the walls with waterproof paint. Fixture 
openings and all comers should be sealed 
with waterproof tape. Cover the tub with 
newspapers for protection. 

• Set the first tiles around the top of 
the tub, keeping the first row level. 

• Spread the adhesive over a small 
area above the first row, don't make the 
area too large or.it could dry before you 
tile it. Be careful that you don't apply too 
much adhesive to the wall. 

• Using a twisted motion of your 

VAJLJlJlh § 

hand, press the tiles into place. Most wall 
tiles have self-spacing bars along their 
edges to maintain a uniform and straight 
line. 

• Install the soap dish/ grab bar after 
the row of tiles is instailed. Pry the 
appropriate number of tiles ' loose and set 
the soap dish firmly in place. 

• Straight lines are a priority with 
tiling. Use a carpenter's level to establish 
a straight line when tiling away from the 
tub. 

• Let the tiles set for a day and then 
soak thoroughly before grouting. 

• Rub grout into the tile joints with a 
sponge, squeegee or a pair of rubber 
gloves. Force the grout deep into the 
joints. Wash excess grout from the tiles. 
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Retaining walls 
Perfect landscaping-solution 

There's a perfect spot for a patio, right 
out in your backyard. You '11 have both 
shade and sun, and eno~gh room to 
barbecue. It's a perfect spot. The only 
problem is that the ground isn't level. In 
fact, it's practically a slope. 

You have a few options. You can 
forget about the patio. You can have a 
slanted project, or you could put in a 
retaining wall which would allow you to 
keep all the benefits and have a level 
patio at the same time. 

Retaining walls come in all shapes and 
sizes and are used for a multitude of 
projects. From patios to built-in 
driveways, these walls provide the 
solution to keeping earth out of the way 
and keeping something you have in one 
piece. 

The first thing you have to do is 
determine what kind of retaining wall 
you need. Masonry walls made of cast 
concrete or cemented stones/blocks are 
the strongest. They work best along a 
boundary, where a straight wall is 
needed or to carry out the lines of a 
house. These kinds of walls take the 
most work. 

Uncemented walls such as logs, loose 
stones and rock gardens are cheaper, 
more informal and make good looking, 
free-curving walls. They are especially 
effective where precise construction is 
not needed. 

Footings aren't needed for uncemented 

walls because they give when the ground 
heaves. But masonry walls will crack 
unless carried down at least two feet 
below the frost line. The walls should 
rest on a concrete footing at last one foot 
thick and one foot wider than the actual 
wall. Also, don't forget to include a 
drainage system if using solid walls. 
Loose walls drain themselves, but solid 
walls trap water that could freeze and 
exert pressure on the wall itself. By 
inserting pipes every six feet along the 
wall's base, you'll create an effective 
drainage system. 

Styles of retaining walls: 
• Old railroad ties, which are often 

free, give a rustic look, hold well and 
w(ll last for years. 

• Logs laid in rows keep low banks 
from washing into streets or driveways. 
They also add a trim appearance to any 
driveway. If appearances don't matter, 
logs can be made into a barricade, using 
logs both vertically and horizontally. 
Although this isn't the most attractive 
wall, it holds a lot of dirt. 

• Bad erosion can be stopped by 
piling loose stones against a bank. The 
stones <:.Jon't hold the earth, they just 
keep the soil from washing away. 

• A rough wall can be made by piling 
up stones and slopping cement around 
them. Work the cement into cracks and 
Jeave ragged for an old-fashioned look. 
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STIHL 
OIJ_OMATIC® BUY one ·~CHAIN LOOP 

With 70 years of get the c.hain saw experience, 
STIHL'.s chain is ·- .. second engineered with .. 

Swiss Precision for LOOP 
outstanding cutting 

capacity and long life: HALF 
• Chromium plated PRICE 

teeth for exceptional 
cutting edge 

Bring in your old 
chain loop for accurate 
measurement, and cut 

• Patented 
Oilomatid1' injection 

a sharp deal today! 
STIHL chain is available 

system for maximum for all makes and models 
lubrication of chain saws. 

• Pre-stretched for 
increased strength 

and extended life 

J1 ill:CG A UJIL/Ir 
~ill:ffiVIlCCIB! CCrn:Wlffilill: 

R.R.1 St. Albert - (613) 987-5354 
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Are you thinking about 
installing a wood pellet 

or gas stove? . 
RICHARD 
GIBEAULT 

For more 
information call: 

Carpentry Services 
Builders of 

0 New houses 
O Additions 
O Decks o Garages 
O Renovations 

Sales & Installation of windows, 
doors, sky-lights, carpels & 

parquet floors 
For an estimate call: 

Division of Lorne Acres Equipment Inc., 
12054 Main St. W. 

984-2623 

Winchester• 613-774-2834 

Erik Thompson & Sons 
Electrical Contractor 

• Supply & Install 
• Fire Detection Systems 
• Burglar Alarm systems 
• Central Vacuum Systems 
• All In-home Telephone Wiring: jacks & extensions 

FREE ESTIMATES 

448-2083 Chesterville 448-2963 

®~ 
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Get a new look without 
spending a lot 

Change the look of any room 
in your home this Fall.. Visit 

our 12,000 sq. ft. showroom for 
great low prices on quality 

furniture, appliances, electronics, 
carpets, vinyls, and more. 

Free delivery - Free lay-a-way 
Financing available 

~ BENOIT [BJ 
FURNITURE LIMITED ---- IJ1!7 Crysler - 987-2012 
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Drinking water may be 
ha~ardous to your health 

An estimated 40 million Americans 
drink water which contains excessive 
amounts of lead, creating potentially 
serious health hazards for both adults 
and children. At sufficient levels, lead 
can impair the reproductive and central 
nervous systems, increase blood 
pressure, cause damage to kidneys and 
hearing, and even delay physical and 
mental development in young children. 

On the lead-in-drinking-water issue, 
Culligan offers these tips. 

• Assess your risk. Although you 
may not have a lead problem, most lead 
contamination in home 
drinking water is caused by old 
plumbing. If your home was built before 
1930, when lead pipes were commonly 
used for plumbing, or before 1986, when 
lead was often used to solder piping 
together, check it out. 

• Test your water. Your local health 
department, water utility or a certified 
testing laboratory can do this for you, or 

Multi-Tool 

your local Culligan independently 
operated dealer can assist you in 
securing a test. 

• Flush your.tap water. Running the 
tap for about a minute ,cac:h 
morning, until the water is cold, will 
help clear out any lead that accumulates 
overnight. 

• Use cold water for drinking and 
cooking. Hot water is more likely to 
dissolve lead into the water than cold, so 
cold water is safer. 

• Invest in a home water treatment 
system. Options include special lead 
filters and reverse osmosis drinking 
water systems that reduce lead levels 
through the various filtration 
methods. Be sure the system you choose 
is certified for lead reduction. 
• Use bottled water. Most bottled water 
goes through a complex cleansing 
process that removes a variety of 
contaminants, including lead. Choose a 
reputable brand name to be sure. 

, A hand-held workshop 
Pay attention to the details in your life 

and everything else will fall into place. 
That's the rule which has been helping 
home craftsmen and women all across 
North America with the sanding, 
cutting, grinding and polishing. A new 
variable speed power tool that does this 
is the latest value-priced entry in Ryobi's 
popular line of detail tools. 

Called simply the Multi-Tool,.it is a 
hand-held, rotary action, all-purpose tool 
with collects that hold a wide variety of 
cutting, grinding and polishing 
accessory bits. TheMulti-Tool is 
reported to have plenty of muscle, 
outperforming other tools with 
more consistent RPM and reserve 
capacity to deliver more power under the 
load. 

The tool gets its power because of its 
very high torque at low RPM's, as well 
as high RPM's. Torque is a measurement 

of resistance against force . Machines 
like the Ryobi, which can produce 
significant torque, will work e(fectively. 
Those that can't won't. 

Hobbyists and do-it-yourselfers can 
find dozens of uses for this tool when 
working with wood; metal, ceramics or 
glass. It easily handles engraving, 
carving, cutting, sharpening, filing, 
sanding and buffing. Among its 
thoughtful design features are two 
separate power controls- an on-off 
switch and a second switch to select 
speeds between 8,000 and 23,000 RPM. 
Compared to single switch units, this 
dual-switcµ system allows users to leave 
the speed preset when turning the tool 
off, eliminating the hunt for the right 
speed when the tool is turned back on. 
again. 

An informative brochure about hand
held power tools is available free by 
calling 1-800-265-6778. 

DOUG MERKLEY 
EXCAVATING 

I 

• Licenced Septic-System Crushed gravel, pitrun, sand 
installation • Hy-hoe·rental 

• Licenced to handle • Backhoe rental 
non hazardous waste • Dump truck rental 

• Hauling dried grain • Dozer rental 

Heavy equipment float rental 

Dagenais Rd. 
1 mile north of Morewood 

fl- .,t,<.f;/.Y' 
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It's Time To. 
Pull The· Plug 

On Electric Beat! 

SWITCH NOW 
AND $AVE! 

MacEWEN offers the best service plans 
and furnace conversion programs available. 

• Efficient Oil Furnaces are installed 
by experienced, trained technicians. 
It's convenient, cleao and easy to 
Switch to Oil. 
• Oil Heating equipment can be 
purchased for reasonable monthly 
rates. If you're already heating with 
oil, an upgrade to high efficiency is 
easy and economical. 

[

~,. ,,✓-;,. • The Oil Fired Water Heater is the 

ij,.Q most e~onomical way to heat your 
· . domestic hot water. 

• The Oil Fired Water Heater heats J~' . .. water twice as fast as natural gc\S, and 
five times as fast as electricity. 

YES! We DO sell and install complete 
heating systems: 

• Furnaces • Duct work 

WE ALSO RENT OIL FIRED 
WATER HEATERS 
For a FREE Estimate Call 

MACEWEN 
Sales and Service 

448-257 4 Chesterville 
OR 

-~41-.P.80,0~267-7175 MaxyiUe 
I ' 1_.t' o:t.' ;,-, .J ~.<:"• lj ! ~~-~ 9. ► (I, '"', ~•t, •••• , •• ' 6"' t."j "l!,."' ft.9.t .,,.•" .,_..,,. .,,.A,. ..... ~J..-, ,,,_•, ::~.fl.;._tf -',.'1 • ... ~, •.,'I 
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Light up your home 
Add new dimension with today's fixtures 

When redecorating a room, colors are 
taken into account, space, furniture, 
carpeting and even wall sockets. One 
thing that's sometimes forgotten is the 
feature that allows you to see all your 
improvements-the lighting. 

With all the different options available 
to today's decorator, there is enough 
variety to satisfy even the .most 
demanding homeowner. The important 
thing to remember is to ensure you pick 
lighting that meets your needs as well as 
looking good. It won't do you any good 
to have great looking light fixtures if you 
can't see them because the light's too 
dim. 

Before you decide the style of lighting 
you need, consider the kind of light that 
can be produced: 

• Direct light is harsh and produces 
sharp shadows and contrasts. 

• Indirect light is reflected either 
from the ceiling or the walls and 
produces a softer light. 
· • Semi-indirect light combines both 

direct and indirect light with the major 
portion of light reflected off the ceiling. 

• General illumination refers to 
overall illumination where shadows are 
at a minimum. 

• Localized lighting r~fers to lighting 

RI 
' OUNTY 

INDOWS 
Est, 1987 

Peter J. Filion 
613-774-3777 

· Hwy. 43 East, RR4 Winchester 

for a specific area. . 
• Decorative light is used to identify 

to a fixture important in the lighting 
plans because of its appearance. 

• Accent lighting refers to dramatic 
or unusu.al lighting effects without 
drawing attention to the light fixture 
itself. 

Once you determine the kind of light 
you want to use, you can choose from a 
variety of fixtures to meet your needs: 

• Recessed lights are incandescent or 
fluorescent fixtures set into the ceiling or 
wall so that the fixture is flush with the 
surface. This type of light is used for 
accent lighting or general illumination. 

• · Ceiling mounted fixtures are 
installed close to the ceiling and are 
attached directly to the outlet box. These 
types of fixtures with glass shades 
provide both indirect and semi-indirect 
light. This fixture is used primarily for 
general illumination. 

• Stem or chain fixtures are 
suspended from the outlet box. 
Depending upon the fixture, they 
provide direct, indirect or semi-indirect 
lighting or a combination. Toes~ lights 
are used for general illumination, and 
when hung low can be used for 
downlight local lighting. 

WE SUPPLY and INSTALL: 
· Windows - Steel Entrance Doors - Patio Doors 

- Storm Doors • Sealed Unit Replacements 

Call "The Experienced Operators" 

We have TOPSOIL screened and "Ready to Grow" · 

• Reel fixtures are s~milar to stem 
fixtures, but are suspended from the 
ceiling on an enclosed reel that permits 

. the light to be raised or lowered. 
• Cove lighting is indirect light 

produced by lamps concealed in a 
molding of wood, metal, plaster or glass, 
fastened lo the upper wall or an actual 
part of the wall itself. The light is 
directed to and reflected from the 
ceiling. Strip light fixtures are generally 
used for this type of lighting. 

• Wall lights are equipped with 
fluorescent lamps and are primarily used 
for general illumination, but they are 
also used as window valances, bed 
lamps, over-the-sink lamps and desk 
lights. 

• Wall brackets are fixtures that 
mount on· the wall. Wall bracket lighting 
can provide any of the three types of 
lighting or a combination of the three. 

, They are used for localized lighting, 
decorative lighting or background 
illumination. 

• Accent lights are adjustable lights 
that can be mounted on the walls or 
ceiling. They direct light on to a specific 
location. These lights are used to create 
dramatic and interesting effects. 

Paint'ing & 
Papering 

448-3368 
Cheste·rvi I le J 

SULLIVAN BROS. 
SINCE 1950 

DITCHING • FENCE 
LINE REMOVAL 

HYHOE EXCAVATOR • DOZER • TRUCK 
• BACKHOE• PAYLOADER • HOUSE 

MOVING • FOUNDATIONS 
• LICENCED SEPTIC BED 

INSTALLATION • TOPSOIL• SAND 
• PIT RUN • CRUSHED STONE 

CHESTERVILLE 
448-2332 · 448-3410 

Rossco Builders 
GENERAL CARPENTRY 

• Renovations .& New 
Construction 

• Interlocking stone 
R.R.2 
FINCH, ONT. 
KOC lKO 

PLUMBl 

7 MAIN ST. 
FINCH, ONT. 
KOC 1KO 

ROSS DINGWALL (613) 984-2813 
Manager (613) 930-0574 

I 1: 

1!'13) 984-2774 

Prop. Larry Kelly 
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Ren Molnar's advice 
reaches thousands weekly 

Ren Molnar has been researching his· 
syndicated home repair show for 40 
years. 

And listeners froip. across the country 
have been tuning in for the past two 
years to find out what he's discovered. 

Callers from coast to coast are live on 
the airwaves with Ren every Saturday in 
hopes of getting his latest tip or answers 
to their questions regarding "anything 

· to do with a house. " 

Although the show is broadcast from 
CFRA in Ottawa, it reaches listeners 
from Halifax to Vancouver. In fact, it's 
the first-ever syndicated radio show to 
leave Ottawa. 

The 59-year-old jack of all trades says 
he is more than prepared to answer any 
callers question, and quips he doesn't 
need to have special guests "because I 
know it all." 

Never has there been a question he 
couldn't answer immediately. "I've 
been doing \\Ork on houses from one 
end of the continent to ·the other for 
decades and can answer any question 
there is." 

His confidence hasn't been unfounded 
either. Any question that has ever been 
asked, Molnar has responded with a 
quick answer. 

It just so happens that along with his 

, home repair talents, he also carries ex
·perience as a broadcas,ter. Combining 
the two, he set out oofhis most recent 
radio venture three years ago. 

After running locally for a year, the 
show became syndicated and he's been 
bringing tips and answers since then. 

Whether it's to do with painting, panel
ing or priming, Molnar assures he has 
the answers. 

To ask. the questions all you have to do 
in this area is give him a call between 8 
a.m. and 10 a.m. Saturday morning. 

TONY VAN GURP 
_ GENERAL CARPENTRY 

" 

Additions •. Decks • 
Renovations • Rec 

~ Rooms • Drywall 

• T-Bar Ceilings 
• Office Renovations 

R.R.#3, Chesterville, Ont. · 
(613) 448-3249 
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MADE ON SITE 

tElf;tfLEcfcf Elfl/EffROtfqlll/flq 
~·· ... 
~-\ . I . ./; FREE ESTIMATES ..i..L(' . . • Soffit 

• Fascia 11 Ill\ I • Siding 

RENOVATIONS, ADDITIONS, DOORS, WINDOWS, DECKS, ETC. 

~ 
613-987-2058 

Cellular: 613-762-1341 
Darren Chambers 

R.R. #3, Crysler, _Ont. KOA 1 RO 

During our RAINBOW OF CARPET SALE take 
advantage of colourful savings on a wide variety of 
quality Richmond Carpets. From contemporary to 
traditional styling, from pastel to jewel tones, you'll 
be sure to find the perfect carpet, at the perfect 
pric~, to brighten and complement your home. 
Her~ are just som~ of ·the specials we are featuring 

· during our RAINBOW OF CARPET SALE: 

CU.RRAN CARPET . CENTRE 
. 

18 Industrial Drive, Chesterville - 448-2068 
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. Garage door delivers 
security and protection , 

A garage door is more than just a 
luxury or convenience. It provides safety, 
security and protection from summer 
heat and winter cold. 

But is your garage door showing its 
age and dragging down the overall 
appearance of your home? Is the door 
cracked, split, dented or rusted? Does the 
door sag when it's raised? Do the rollers 
catch or drag when the door is raised or 
lowered? Is the door safe to operate and 
does.it provide security for your home? 

Experts say if your garage door 
doesn't pass these tests, it's time to 
replace the door. A new garage door, 
which accounts for about a thirq of your 
home's front appearance, will 
dramatically improxe your home's "curb 
appeal" and market value. 

There is a much broader selection of 
· door materials, colors and construction 
than even IO or 15 years ago. Better 
engineering means the doors operate 
more quietly. Weather seals at the top 
and bottom of the door and tighter 
fitting sectional panels will keep out 
unwanted heat, cold, rain and wind, as 
well as pests and animals. 

Today's garage doors are 
manufactured from a variety of materials 
including steel, plastic and wood or 

~ wood-composites. 
Design and color options fit any home 

architectural style. Doors come in raised 
panel, flush, ribbed and extended panel 
construction. Typical colors include 
white, almond and brown. 
A variety of window styles complement 
any exterior appearance or design 
requirement. Steel and fiber glass 
doors are often available with factory
produced authentic wood grain 
appearance. 

Sandwich-constructed steel doors 
feature a foam plastic inner core between 

steel skins. This design offers improved 
garage insulation as well as increased 
door strength, d~rability and dent 
resistance _over a simple single-skin door. 
Sandwich-construction also lends the 
door a "finished" appearance both inside 
and out. 

Plastic doors consist of fiber glass 
panels attached to aluminum or steel 
frames. These doors are resistant to salt 
air corrosion and allow better light 
transmission into the garage. 

Homeowners who prefer the 
traditional appearance of solid wood 
doors will find a variety from which to 
choose. These doors can be painted or 
stained to match the house exterior. . 

. • J & R Adam L\~e 
If you're thinking about building 

or renovating this Fall, ch~ck our 

BUILDING SUPPLIES 
144 rue Principle St., St. Albert 

987-2112 
Roger: 987-5260 Jean-Marcel: 987-5340 

MONAST BACKHOE & 
HAULAGE SERVICE LTD. 

• Screened 
Top Soil & Sand 

• Sandfill • Pitrun 
Gravel • Granular A 

Dozer • Hyhoe • Truck • Backhoe Rental 
Licenced Septic Bed Installation 

448-2856 • Chesterville • 448-2168 

• Buddin9 plans 
_ . • ~enriit d.r~wLn«:JS 
• Prof esslonal desi,:,o. 

• Hunicipal experience.. 

Gordon ~ac.Oooald 
.f4f>-1121 

FlllY lJCENseD - Pual>s - SEwAGE SYSTEMS 
WATER CoNofTIONNG • CENTRAL VN; 

PIERRE RICHER PLUMBING INC. 

SALES AND SERVICE 
PROPRIETOR P.P. RICHER 

P.O. Box339 
CRYSLER, ONT. TEL: 987-2963 

TRP 
READY MIX, LTD. 
, READYMIX CONCRETE 

STONE SLINGER RENTAL 
CONCRETE PUMPING SERVICE 



,, Hot new accessory 
The gas fireplace 

Most decorators would agree, few 
things can give a room the feeling or 
warmth, romance and comfort a 
fireplace can. 

Today's natural gas fireplaces, 
however, can do much more than that. 
Because they can stand alone and don't 
need chimneys, a gas fireplace can go 
just about anywhere you want it to. You 
can set it under a picture window, use it 
as part of a room divider, have it free 
standing, or put it up against the wall. 

Gas fireplaces can be designed to look 
like traditional wood fireplaces and add 
grace and elegance to a living room, 
bedroom or dining room. You can also 
get gas fireplaces that look like quaint
or no-so-quaint-wood stoves. These 
can be great in kitchens, finished 
basements, even bathrooms. 

Noted architect Ted Russell Porter 
recently suggested you pull your 
furniture "close to the (ireside with as 
much seating as possible focused on the 
hearth," especially in winter. He added: 
"Have a small chair, low bench or large 
floor cushion for sitting close and 
warming feet. These low pieces of 
furniture provide a contrast in scale that 

increases the presence of a fireplace and 
makes it even more important to a room. 
Place a small rug at the hearth regardless 
of your other floor covering to give 
additional emphasis and focus." With a 
gas fireplace, you don't have to worry 
about smoke or stray sparks harming 
your furniture or your family. 

The beauty and versatility, as well as 

the cleanliness and convenience of these 
decorative accessories have helped the 
gas fireplace market grow by about 20 
percent annually in the past five years. 

Have the fireplace professionally 
installed and serviced once a year by a 
qualified technician. They come in a 
variety of sizes and models, vented and 
unvented. 

Once your fireplace is installed, 
consider what you'll miµ<e of the mantle. 
A traditionally furnished room may do 
well with a stone, marble or wooden 
mantle . A more modem room may look 
better with a mantle of ceramic tile, 
matte or polished metal or even mirror 
tiles. On top of the mantle, put a 
painting, your favorite collectibles, vases 
of flowers, 
candlesticks, or some combination that 

best expresses your home and family. 

Chesterville Grain 
Heating 
Systems 

. Finch ~-
Are Now Available At Your 

Finch & Chesterville Agri-West Stores 
' ~~-- ' 

• Economical • Environmental • Clean • Efficient 
Inquire about our low monthly payment plan (O.A.C.J 

AGRI-WEST 
Chesterville l Finch 

.... •.'..,,.,i:4~;iii·~"•'·''• . 9~:~~:;o. I . 
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;._SHOP 
POWER SMART 

AND SAVE 

When you buy POWER SMART 
products; you get more value 

for your energy dollar . 
So, you save on your energy 

bills, and 
help the environment, too! 

And remember, 
October is Power Smart month. 

Watch the mail 
for your October 

Home Hardware flyer 
for lots of Power Smart 
products and savings! 

GEGGIE~S 
Hwy. 31 at Hwy. 43, south of Winchester 

. ;-' 
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Adequate insulation lowers fuel costs 
Insulation is the key to saving money 

and making your home a more 
comfortable place during the summer 
and winter months. 

The two advantages of insulation are 
that it saves money on fuel bills and adds 

· comfort to your home. The reason is 
because heat always moves toward 
colder areas. This means that every 
winter, the warmer air in your home 
wants to greet the cold air outside and in 
the summer the heat wants to enter you 
home and merge with air conditioned air · 
(if you have air conditioning). 

Insulation should be installed during 
the construction of the house, but if your 
house is under-insulated, more can be 
added. 

Before you insulate, make sure there 
are no afr leaks or cracks in the floors, 
walls and ceilings. If there are any leaks 
or cracks, repair them before starting 
your insulation project. The places you 
will want to ensure have the correct 
amount of insulation are the attic, 
outside walls and floors that are over 
unheated space. If you plan to heat the 

attic, insulate the roof. Always leave an 
air space between the insulation and the 
shingles or other roofing material. When 
insulating the outside walls of your 

m CARPENTRY 
Renovations 
Repair Work 

Decks & Fences 
Additions 

Windows & Doors 

Free Estimates 
Call: 

RUSSEIL ROBINSON 
448-3534 

home, don't forget to include the walls 
next to an unheated garage or store 
room. 

Before you determine the type of 
insulation you want to install, familiarize 
yourself with insulation terminology. 
Some common terms and their 
definitions are: 

• BTU- This is a measuring unit of 
heat. It is the quantity of heat needed to 
raise the temperature of one pound of 
water one degree Fahrenheit. 

• BAIT-A length of flexible 
insulation, usually not more than 48 
inches long. 

• Blanket-A length of flexible 
insulation, usually a roll up to 100 feet 
long. 

• Coefficient of heat transmission
Sometimes called the "U" factor, it is a 
measure of the rate heat flows in Btus 
per hour, per square foot, per degree 
difference between the temperature 
difference inside and outside. The lower 
the "U" factor, the less the heat loss 
during the winter and the less the heat 
gain during the summer. 

• Heat Gain=--The temperature 
increase within the house caused by heat 
entering the house through the roof, 
walls, doors and 
windows. 

GERALD 
STEWART 
CARTAGE 

..J Top Soil 

..J Trucl< and 
Bacl<hoe Rental 

448-3221 
Chvstvrvillv 

FLAill WITH FABRICS 
A Good Selection Of: 

• Fabrics • Notions • Laces 
• Ribbons • Buttons • Threads 

• Zippers • Craft Supplies ·• Ready Made 
Crafts • Yams from - Coats - Bernat - Clea 

Check Out Our Fall Specials 

"New Location" 6A Water St. (Fulton Block) 
Chesterville • 448-9032 

·t ' 

• Heat Loss-The amount of heat that 
passes through the roof, walls, doors and 
windows from the house to the outside. 

• "k" Factor-Known as thermal . 
conductivity, this is a measure of the heat 
flow through one inch of a material. It is 
measured in B tus per hour, per square 
foot of material one inch thick, per 
degree 
difference from one side of the material 
to the other. 

• Radiation- Known as thermal 
conductance, it is the rate of heat flow 

through a material. Indicated by the 
letter "C." It is also measured in Btus. 

• Thermal Insulation-Insulating 
material, whether it is fill, flexible batts 
or blankets, retlectite material or rigid 
boards. 

• Vapor Barrier-Material used to 
keep moisture on the warm side of the 
insulation from passing through to the 
cold side. The vapor barrier used is 
always placed on the side facing the 
inside of the ,house. 

Paul's Tool Rentals 
~ For your convenien~e we offer: .lJ(ftJ, 
~-- Rotor tillers • compactors • 

generators • water pumps • floor 
sanders • welders • power tools • 

cement trowels & much, much more. 

Raymond Provost Cartage 
Sand • Gravel • Top Soil 

4 Pleas~nt St., Crysler • 987-2118 

HARBERS 
FLAME CENTRE 

We wel~ome you to come & see our 
New Addition To The Pellet Family 

Introducing 
"THE ST. CROIX PELLET STOVE" 

• A Self-cleaning grate system 

• Huge full pedestal ash 
drawer 

• Stove may be connected to a 
wall thermostat 

• Optional ignitor system will 
relight the stove after a 
power failure 

-~~ ~ ~ r ENVIRCf\\~ GASo - FIREPLACES ENVIR0.&¥1Re 

. w~fhi~~n~;::!~!:l!ne t t~;:oa;i;f:~1:ffl.lrJ 
Proud To Serve Our Community -Joy & Brian 

R.R.#3 Williamsburg, Ont. 
(613) 535-2301 Fax (613) 535-1170 

,r 'I • ( 
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Preparation saves lives 
when emergencies strike 

It doesn't matter whether you own 
your own home, rent a house or live in 
an apartment because it eventually 
happens to everyone. It's Murphy's Law, 
and whatever can happen will happen, 
eventually. 

The key is preparation and knowing 
what to do when something goes wrong, 
especially in an emergency 
situation. The following are a few tips 
that may provide some guidance during 
those times of stress: 

• Power line fallen on roof-Call the 
power company, police or fire 
department. Treat downed cables as if 
they were live cables. Stay far away 
from power lines and anything they 
touch. Keep people and pets away from 
the area. 

• Tree fallen on roof-Call the power 
company, police or fire department. 
Keep people and pets away from area. 

• Fall from roof, ladder or 
scaffolding-Call ambulance 
immediately. Cover victim with blanket 
to treat for possible shock. 

• Sudden leak through ceiling from 
attic or roof-Install a temporary water 
barrier in the attic or pierce the water
laden ceiling to minimize interior 
damage. 

• Icicles overhanging or falling from 
roof-Break off icicles using a board or 
wooden broom handle. 

• Roofing material damaged or 
missing- Install a temporary patch. 

• Fire in wood, in power tool or 
, outlet, or in cleaning or refinishing 
product-Call fire department, then use 
ABC-rated fire extinguisher. 

• Electrical shock-Knock person 
free of source using a board or wooden 
broom handle. Check whether victim is 
breathing and has a pulse. If not, have 
someone call for medical help and begin 
artificial resuscitation or 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) 
only if you are qualified. Otherwise, 
place victim in recovery position and 
seek medical attention immediately. 

• Spark or shock from power tool
Unplug power tool cord at outlet or shut 
off power at main service panel. Repair 
cause of spark before using tool again. 

• Extension cord sparks or is hot to 
touch- Shut off power at main service 
panel. Inspect extension cord and replace 
it with one rated for power tool being 
used. 

• Cleaning or refinishing product 
swallowed-Call local poison control 
center and seek medical attention. 
Follow emergency instructions on 
product label and take product with you 
to the hospital. 

• Head injury-Check whether 
victim is breathing and has pulse. If not, 
have someone call for medical help, and 
begin artificial resuscitation or 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) 

. only if you are qualified. O.therwise, 

place victim in recovery position and 
seek medical attention. If victim loses 
consciousness, even for only one second, 
seek medical attention imJOediately. 

• Large object embedded under 
skin-Support object in place with loose 
bandages and seek medical attention 
immediately. Caution: Removing object 
can cause hemorrhage. 

• Electrical bum-Seek medical 
attention immediately. Caution: Never 
apply ointment to a bum. 

• Cut or minor wound-Apply 
pressure to stop bleeding. If bleeding 
persists or if wound is deep, seek 
medical attention. 

• Skin scratch or puncture from 
rusted or dirty fastener or metal 
flashing- Wash wound using soap and 
water; seek medical attention concerning 
need for a tetanus shot. 

• Bruise- Apply ice pack to reduce 
swelling. If pain does not diminish or 
swelling persists, seek medical attention. 

• Splinter-Use sterilized needle and 
tweezers to open wound and pull out 
splinter. If splinter is lodged deeply or if . 
wound becomes infected, seek medical 
attention. 

• Sawdust, particle, or cleaning or 
refinishing product in eye-Don't rub 
eye; flush eye with water from garden 
hose and seek medical attention. 

• Cleaning or refining product on 
skin-Wash skin thoroughly with soap 
and water, refer to product label for 
additional information. If skin irritation 
develops, seek medical attention and 
take product with you. 

• Faintness, dizziness, nausea or 
blurred vision when working in hot 
sun-Lie down in shade with feet 
elevated; apply cool, wet cloth to 
forehead and drink a non-
alcoholic beverage. If symptoms persist, 
seek medical attention. 

Water Problems? 
FREE Water 

Analysis 
Call Now! 

Your local Water 
Treatment Specialist 

1-800-461-9499 
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HI-TECH OIL STOVES 
Are Now Available 

Fuel Oil Fired 
Stoves By 

NFSlOR 
MARTIN 

BAY VISTA DIRECT VENT GAS STOVE 

STORE HOURS: 

Gas Stoves 
By 

GAS&WOOD'· 
H E A R T H S Y S T E M S 

Monday to Thursday 9:00 - 5:00; Friday 9:00 - 7:00; Saturday 9:00 - 4:00 f MOOSE CREEK • 
UCONSED SHEET METAL LTD. 

CONTIIACTOft 

'« ........ s1. lsicloro Furnace Sales & Service Fireplaces & Stoves 

II !I! 
~ 

• Custom Ductwork • Propane 
• Prefab Chimneys • Gas 
• Air Exchangers • Wood 

" :c • Air Conditioners • Pellet 

Moose Creek ■ David & Joanne Hebert 
Sheet Metal ,I' Ma ville 

Hwy 138 - Moose Creek - 613-538-2207 

Call 

Winchester/Brockville Area 
. Serving Stormont, Leeds & Grenville 

Under New Ownership 
Gus and Yvonne de Koning 

Lifetime Warranty - all window components 
• Lead free • Cash & Carry 
• Sales & Installation • Free Estimates 

Exclusive to FM Windows Doors & Siding -
. HYDRA Glass 50-
dual seal on thermal units 

NO INTEREST • NO PAYMENT 
Til January '98 • OAC 
• Bank of Nova Scotia 

Call Gus now 1-800-387-9962 
PLEASE NOTE: FM Windows is not affiliated with any 

other window company 
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Why Pay Rent When You Can Own? 

Boundary 

·":" 

·•._v-- t / 
...... ,:.,. 

The Almonte - 1010 s • ft. 

s102,BOOtaxes included . 

$780/month O.A.C. 
Peaceful Country Living 

Price Includes: 
• 2.3 Acre Lot 
• High .Efficiency Oil Furnace 
• Well, Septic, Hydro 
• Custom Designed and Built 
• Certified R2000 quality 

"Quality You Can Afford" 

613-448-1190 
Open 7 [?ays A Week 

11 am - 5pm or by appointment 

Visit Our Model Court Display 
Morewood, Ont. 

J. 
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